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Time of Birak and Bunuru in the Noongar calendar

Our little feet have been on the move…
Little Green Steps WA has been run off our feet the last few months, and we have a lot to report to you!

Conference Presentation in Hobart

way to gain ongoing support from the LGS WA team.

In November, LGS WA presented at the national bi-

Make sure you book your workshops early to guarantee

annual conference for the Australian Association for

your booking .

Environmental Education. The presentation was on

Making little green footprints in the Pilbara!

‘partnerships for change’ and the trial partnership

On November 17th, Little Green Steps WA made our

between City of Cockburn and LGS WA was discussed.

first trip to the Pilbara. We ran a workshop in South

It was very well received and was a great opportunity

Hedland which was positively received. There are many

to highlight the mutual benefits of working with a local

great efforts already being made in Hedland which was

government. The conference was a great opportunity to

inspiring to see. Thank you to everyone that helped out

network with other organisations across the country,

in making this trip so successful, including Ibis Styles

share ideas and support one another.

hotel, CSSU, Treloar Childcare Centre and everyone else

We a building a new resource kit!

that contributed to this very successful trip. We look

Thanks to a new partnership with Waste Wise, LGS

forward to keeping in touch and hearing from you while

WA wants to welcome our newest staff member, Kylie

you continue your journey in sustainability.

Hosking! Kylie will be working on creating a waste

Following the workshop a new AuSSI-WA network had

resource kit designed for the early years that will be for

its inaugural meeting and for the first time officially

sale by mid 2015. Thanks to the generosity of Waste

incorporating the early years in with this state wide

Wise, 150 centres or services in WA will receive one of

network. To learn more about the AuSSI-WA program

these kits for FREE! Welcome Kylie!

visit:

Website and Membership are Live!

education/aussi

http://www.environment.gov.au/sustainability/

We have a NEW WEBSITE! www.littlegreenstepswa.org.
au is up and running. There you can look up events and
activities that may be of interest and find out the latest
LGS WA news. We also have a new membership program
that allows for discounts on workshops and future
resources as well as access to members only content on
our website. This includes access to links and resources
from a variety of organisations in our network making it
easier for you to get ideas in the one place. With yearly

Program manager Paula Kalinowski (right) and participants
from the Port Hedland workshop

memberships starting as little as $40 this is a fantastic
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Simple little tip
To engage children with nature, you don’t always
have to have a specific ‘Nature’ lesson plan where
you go outside and learn about plants or animals.
You could simply incorporate natural materials
or simply be outdoors while children are learning
colours, shapes, measurement or during arts
and crafts. There are a lot of ways where you
can incorporate nature, save money and engage
children in the many wonderful things nature
offers.

Activity Suggestion: Sourcing natural materials
for your next craft, even using things from your
yard like sticks instead of “Paddle pops”. Collet
and sort colourful leaves by asking the children
to select a colour, size, length etc to sort a set
they find now the seasons are changing. You can
take advantage of the crunchy leaves for babies
allowing them to feel the difference between
that leaf and a sot pliable one is a great way of
introducing the outdoor environment at a young
age.
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We’ve all heard the saying “There’s plenty of fish in

The Australian Marine Conservation Society has

the sea”. There is a notion that the vast oceans that

a seafood guide that you can purchase as a hard

cover the majority of our planet hold an abundance

copy, or you can download the app or electronic

of food that is almost endless. The problem is this

guide for free!

is not correct. Overfishing has depleted many of
the oceans stocks and fish are disappearing fast.
Did you know that 90% of the world’s large fish
have already been fished out of our oceans?

Here in WA we are very lucky that many of us have
access to fresh food from the ocean. But it is
important to ensure we keep enough for the future.
Remember: whenever you are buying a product, be

Most people are unaware of the stresses that the

it seafood or other, you are financially supporting

combination of climate change and overfishing

the company by purchasing their product. This

is having on our oceans. Yet, even with the

means it’s important to know where your food

alarming rate of decline, there are still very strong

comes from and that you are supporting a company

demands on our fisheries to continue to provide

that aligns with your values.

us with a myriad of options for our dinner plans.
Commercially targeted species are under a lot of
pressure and we need to do things differently to
keep them sustainable for the future.
Many of us would like to continue to enjoy the

To learn more about the Australian
Marine Conservation Society, or
to get their seafood guides go to:
www.marineconservation.org.au

delicious bounty the ocean provides, but how do

or

we do that without making the situation worse? Do

www.sustainableseafood.org.au

you stop eating seafood all together?
For seafood lovers there is good news.

There

are many ways to continue to enjoy seafood and
protect our ocean’s stocks at the same time, the

ACTIVIT Y:

key is to be an educated consumer. Start asking

Part of our roles as educators is teaching children

questions like: What type of fish is this? Where is

to respect the environment and making sure we

it from? Are there enough left? How was it fished

don’t take too much. Leaving enough for the future

or farmed? The answers to these questions will

for other people and animals. If you are gardening

determine whether your purchase is supporting

with your children try to discuss the importance of

sustainable fisheries or not. For instance, there is a

sharing and not taking too much. E.g. “Traditionally

big difference between ‘dredging’ (imagine a giant

when hunting and gathering, aboriginal people of

mechanical rake being dragged along the ocean

the land would only take what they needed. Why do

floor) and something that selectively harvested

you think they did that? What would happen if we

though pole and line caught.

took all of the veggies from our garden or fish out

Knowing which choice is better is not always easy,
but there are some great resources to help you.
3 of 8

of the ocean? It is really important to share and not
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Ingredients:

Summer is time for salads! It can get too hot in
the kitchen to cook or bake during this time of the

• 3 cups desiccated coconut

year. So why not take advantage of all of the fresh

• 2 cups (200g) pitted dates

veggies growing in our beautiful state?
Perhaps you can ask the children what shapes

Method:

(smiles, flowers etc.) they would like their salads in

Step 1. Place 2 cups of coconut and the dates into

if you have time to make this meal a little more fun.

a blender or food processor.
Step 2. Process on high speed for 3-4 minutes,
pausing to scrape down sides as needed.
Step 3. Remove from processor and roll teaspoonsized balls. Roll in remaining 1 cup of coconut.
Step 4. Pack in portions for snacks, to put in lunch
boxes and keep on hand to satisfy a sweet tooth in
a healthy way.
www.kidspot.com.au/best-recipes/Kidsfood+26/No-bake-coconut-and-date-ballsrecipe+4708.htm
This particular recipe is from Kids Spot, but you

Date &
Coconut balls

can change to also include walnuts, lemon, or
even dried apricots instead of dates.
Note: dried apricots and dates can be high in
sugar. Even though these are a much healthier
option than chocolate or other lollies, it’s

This recipe is so simple, easy and adjustable

important not to consume too many of these to

for you and your children’s own tastes, a great

stay within the recommended healthy diet of 2

alternative to cater for a sweet-tooth.

servings of fruit and 5 veggies a day.

As a blender or food processor is required, adult
supervision is definitely a must for the first few
steps. Otherwise, allow the children to get involved

VEGETABLES
IN SEASON FOR
SUMMER

and roll these tasty snacks, or perhaps use a small
cookie cutter and mould them into fun shapes.

tomatoes • sweet corn • beans • beetroot
• cucumber • pumpkin
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Community Effort for a Veggie Garden
While visiting Port Hedland, I was lucky enough to

and encouraging the children to monitor plant

visit a few of the centres and services that are doing

growth and care for our veggie patch. The children

some amazing implementation of

sustainable

are engaged and involved in picking fresh produce

practices. The CSSU out of school care (OSC) service

to include in our healthy menu. Local school users

is no exception. Previous manager Danielle Baker

are always commenting on our veggie patch and the

is passionate about sustainability and has made a

Port Hedland Primary School teachers bring their

very positive impact on the staff, children and the

children to visit our veggie patch on a regular basis.

service in Port Hedland. Like many OSC services,

CSSU Port Hedland OSC are involved in “Friends of

there was limited space to play around with. So

the Earth”.

Danielle and her team decided to turn a sandpit

Great job to Danielle! It looks great, thank you for

that was not being used into a veggie garden. This

inviting me to take a look.

was a real community effort to be proud of.

If you have any stories you would like to share,

“CSSU Port Hedland OSC had the opportunity to

we would love to hear from you! Please send your

be supported by local community companies in

stories to lgs@aaeewa.org.au

the construction and plant out of our veggie patch.
FMG, Goodline, Care for Hedland and Town of Port
Hedland Nursery all donated items and their time
to help build the project using recycled items.
The children and families at the service were a part
of the whole planning and designing process. Our
educators are inspiring role models by assisting

Danielle Baker and two children helping out in the garden

CSSU Port Hedland OSC used donated recycled items
from the community in their garden

Call Out For Successful Stories
Have you got a great idea you would like to share with
others? Had success implementing new and innovative
ideas in your centre? We want to hear from you! We
are calling out for short (250 word) articles to share
with others on this network.
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Conserving Fresh Water,
which was published in
association with WWF, is

Jessica Donald, Acting Young People’s Services
Librarian at Cockburn Libraries has written book
reviews for you on books available today. Another
great reason to visit your local library today!

a book about the current
threats to fresh water as
well as possible solutions.

Summer is almost here and that means that WA’s

If the world needs to be

water supply is going to be in even higher demand

more sustainable, this book

than it is throughout the rest of the year. Water

looks at how to do that with a focus on fresh water.

conservation and protection is always an important

For more suggestions check out our kid’s blog:
http://library.cockburn.wa.gov.au

issue but as we start to flock to the beach we need
to be mindful about our actions and how they affect
the ocean.
Saving

Oceans

and

Wetlands As part of the
Precious Earth series this
deals with the many uses
for the ocean from seafood
to recreation and the strain
that human beings put on
this

amazing

ecosystem

from oil spills to pollution and what we all need to do
to be more considerate of the largest water resource
in the world.
Fresh water is essential for the health and survival
of all species of life on the planet and humans have
a responsibility as members of the animal kingdom
to care of this resource.
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NEW and FREE
Incursions available from the SMRC

For those in the Pilbara this not for profit centre has
fantastic resources for you in a number of different
local languages. If you cannot find something you
would really like, speak with the friendly staff at the
centre. They would be more than happy to discuss

Those of you in the Kwinana, Cockburn, Melville,

the potential to develop future resources.
http://www.wangkamaya.org.au/

Fremantle and East Fremantle areas, the SMRC has
some exciting new incursions on offer at no cost to
you.
Age 3+ Paper Making and Michael Recycle: Through
hands-on recycling and story time the children learn
about why it is so important to recycle, and how to do

Noongar Stories at Forrestdale Lake

it properly.

Perth NRM created a wonderful 7 minute video with

Running Time: Approximately 45min

two Noongar elders who share their stories about how

Group Size: No limit, however if groups can be split

Noongar people once relied on the wetlands for food,

into 15/20 children at each time, that is greatly

water and shelter. Located in beautiful Forrestdale

appreciated.

lake, 25km southeast of Perth CBD.
Take a look : www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvGRCOZnhyI

Age 5+ Let’s stop Littering!

By learning what

happens to litter, the children save the environment
by separating out the litter from the dolphin’s and
kangaroo’s food. Once we’ve save the animals we
hear about how Michael Recycle and Litter Bug Doug
make some amazing changes.
Running Time: Approximately 45min
Group Size: Maximum 30. If you want a larger group
to take part we can do so but they would need to be
split into separate sessions.
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For an up to date list of ‘what’s on’ visit our events
page at our website.

Australia Day Celebrations!

Catchments, Corridors and
Coasts (CCC)
January 14-16
CCC is a three-day, professional development course
for:

Australia Day is a fantastic opportunity to celebrate
what it is that you, your children and their families
love about Australia! We live in a unique country
with a diverse range of cultures that influence what
makes our nation so great. We encourage you to
engage in discussions with the families at your
service. Ask what traditions they have for Australia
Day celebrations and see if you can incorporate them

•

environmental educators

•

teachers, student teachers

•

sustainable schools initiative participants

•

local government - all levels of staff as well as
Councillors

•

state government officers

•

international visitors

•

university and TAFE students

•

community groups and members

•

youth organisations

Spaces are limited, so book early to attend this

within your service.

course!
Activity Suggestion:
January is a great excuse to learn all about Australia.
What is unique to Australia? There are many plants

For the first time: CCC is in the

and animals that are endemic to this country like

South West!

black cockatoos. No-where else in the world will you

For more details visit our events
page on our website!

find black cockatoos flying around in nature.

Have any questions, comments, requests
for the next newsletter? Contact the Little
Green Steps WA Program Manager:
Paula Kalinowski at lgs@aaeewa.org.au

Little Green Steps WA is proudly supported by:

AUSTRALIAN ASSOCIATION
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
(WA CHAPTER)
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